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Abstract

Open XAL is an accelerator physics software platform developed in collaboration among several facilities around the world. The Open XAL collaboration was formed in 2010 to port, improve and extend the successful XAL platform used at the Spallation Neutron Source for use in the broader accelerator community and to establish it as the standard platform for accelerator physics software. The site-independent core is complete, active applications have been ported, and now we are in the process of verification and transitioning to using Open XAL in production. This paper will present the current status and a roadmap for this project.

INTRODUCTION

Open XAL [1] is an open source accelerator physics software platform written in Java. The Open XAL project began in mid 2010 as a response to requests from the international accelerator physics community to adopt an open source accelerator physics platform based on XAL [2] from the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) and establish a standard platform for accelerator physics software.

The goals of the project are to provide a common accelerator physics core to be developed in collaboration, provide a rapid development environment and to modernize the source code. Since the last status report [3], the development effort has shifted from porting code to verification, modernization and new functionality. The API has stabilized, and the project is production ready.

This paper covers the collective contributions of the collaboration.

SOFTWARE HIERARCHY

The software is grouped among the core, extensions, plugins, services, applications and scripts. The core consists of packages that include the accelerator object graph, the online model, abstract channel interface and general supporting tools such as common math libraries, archiving, messaging, database access and concurrency. This core is intended to be shared in common across all Open XAL distributions, and it has no compile time dependency on other components.

Extensions and plugins are components which may optionally depend on other extensions and plugins and the core. A plugin differs from an extension in that the core depends on a plugin being implemented (but not the actual implementation) whereas the core has no dependency on an extension. Plugins consist of controls channel access support and database adaptors. For example, the core specifies generic database tools, but a database adaptor plugin provides support for a specific database driver. Extensions include packages of general use in applications, scripts and services but not in the core. Examples of extensions include the application framework, service framework, lattice generation, fitting, scanning and widgets such as plotting tools.

Applications, scripts and services are executables and may depend upon the core, plugins and extensions. Applications and scripts are launched by users and have a user interface whereas services are headless and run perpetually in the background independent of user interaction. Applications differ from scripts in that applications are written in Java and are thus fully compiled prior to runtime versus scripts that may be written in a Java variant of Ruby or Python scripting languages and are not compiled prior to runtime.

A top level site directory contains optional site specific resources and configurations that take precedence over resources and configurations of the same name in the
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main source tree and thus offer an opportunity for site specific customization.

COLLABORATION

The active collaboration consists of the China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS) in Dongguan, China, European Spallation Source (ESS) in Lund, Sweden, Facility for Rare Ion Beams (FRIB) at Michigan State University in Lansing, MI, Grand Accélérateur National d’Ions Lourds (GANIL) in Caen, France, SNS in Oak Ridge, TN, and TRIUMF in Vancouver, Canada. Members from each facility contribute code, report issues and participate in workshops and monthly online meetings.

Code Sharing

The code is placed in Git [4] repositories [5] hosted on SourceForge and a ticket system is used to track tasks. The Git subtree feature is used extensively so subtrees of the code can be shared while allowing each site to choose which applications, scripts, extensions, plugins and services to include in their site specific branch.

SITE STATUSES

The operational status varies across the facilities and hence each facility has different needs for Open XAL, and the status at each site varies accordingly.

CSNS

MEBT commissioning for CSNS will use applications based on a mature XAL variant rather than Open XAL due to the confluence of commissioning with the nascent development of Open XAL. Several new applications have been developed to accommodate the Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS), magnet database, lattice database, etc. These applications will be ported to Open XAL in the near future.

ESS

The Beam Physics group at ESS decided in November 2014 to use Open XAL for beam commissioning. The Open XAL model has been modified to handle field maps for cavities [6] and was benchmarked against TraceWin [7]. A python integration environment based on JType [8] has also been developed. The Open XAL solver extension was used for matching the initial parameters of the beam based on ESS specific criteria. Automated installation scripts were created for Mac and Linux operating systems. Optics files are generated as custom XML files called “LinacLego” and are convertible to standard Open XAL format using an extension.

FRIB

Open XAL is currently a backup option for high level accelerator physics applications at FRIB, and thus has an uncertain future here. Several Open XAL applications have been tested in the control room during the September 2014 commissioning of a new cryomodule successfully demonstrating use of Open XAL for linac commissioning and beam tuning. A model platform was developed which allows integration with IMPACT [9] and MADX [10] as additional options for modeling.

GANIL (SPIRAL2 Project)

SPIRAL2 has adopted the OpenXAL September 2014 snapshot. Hibernate is used for database interaction, and the accelerator input XML files are generated from the database. The core has been modified slightly to support the concept of equipment in the accelerator object graph. Tools were developed to allow user interaction with process variables. Custom SPIRAL2 application adaptor and document subclasses have been developed as foundations for applications adding support for such things as displaying the accelerated beam label in the title bar, automatic combo-sequence selection, online/offline accelerator selection and the Nimbus look and feel. Several applications have been developed and others are being developed.

SNS

At SNS, the old XAL code has been frozen with the exception of critical bug fixes if necessary. All active applications (several dozen) have been ported to Open XAL, and it is now deployed as the default high level accelerator physics software platform. Several applications have been debugged and verified as production ready. XAL is still available as a fallback should critical bugs be encountered.

TRIUMF

At TRIUMF, a low energy empirical model has been successfully tested, and a magnet dithering and beam based alignment tool have been developed. The Experiment Automator application has been developed for automated data acquisition and contributed to the Open XAL community. An orbit correction package has been planned.

DEVELOPMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Several of the many developments since the last status report will be summarized here. Specifically, the ones discussed here are of common use across the sites.

Continuous Integration

ESS has set up a Jenkins continuous integration server for Open XAL providing analysis which has been used to improve the code.

Online Model

The online model has undergone major architectural improvements [11] which we briefly highlight here. Processing of simulation data has been separated from probe state population. This approach keeps analysis data separate from the trajectory and allows for richer simulation computations on the trajectory and its probe states.

Probes, state variables and trajectories have been modified to use Java Generics [12] which allows for compile time type checking and consistent typing across these classes.
The performance of fetching states from a trajectory has been improved significantly, and is especially noted when working with trajectories over a large number of states. The lattice generator which maps model elements to device nodes has been rewritten making it simpler to maintain the code and support new device types. The elapsed time mechanism has been refactored for RF Gaps leading to more sustainable code and removing the use of static variables to maintain state.

Site Customization

Site specific resources can be added and override existing resources of the same name if any. Site specific build properties can be specified and take precedence over the defaults.

Application Framework

The application framework now supports applications written entirely in a Java based scripting language such as JRuby [13] or Jython [14].

Services Framework


Tools

One old external library of open source widgets that had been included in XAL contained a very useful wheel switch which was the only control in use from that library. The code for the wheel switch was modernized, issues addressed and brought directly into the Open XAL source thus eliminating dependence on that external library.

Applications

Significant improvements have been made to the Virtual Accelerator application including, adding solenoid support, allowing set points to be edited directly and adding a data plot for beam size and positions. A new application that allows for experimental automation was developed and contributed to the master branch.

FUTURE PLANS

Here are a highlights of a few of the many tasks that lay ahead for Open XAL. Currently Open XAL depends on Java 7. Soon, we plan to embrace Java 8 as our new dependency so as to allow for new Java 8 constructs and packages in the code base.

Online Model

Plans are for each RF Gap to be able to maintain its own transit time factor functions. Also, the model needs to be benchmarked against other established machine codes.

JavaFX

With the adoption of Java 8, we can embrace JavaFX [18] as a natural replacement for the Swing-based Bricks GUI builder and framework. Support for JavaFX will also be added to the application framework.

Unit Tests

Support for unit tests will be extended to other components beyond just the core.
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